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a b s t r a c t

Problems in modeling and simulation require significantly different workflowmanagement technologies
from standard grid-based workflow management systems. Computational scientists typically interact
with simulation software in a feedback-driven way where solutions and workflows are developed
iteratively and simultaneously. This work describes commonmodeling and simulation activities and how
combinations of these activities formuniqueworkflows.Wepresent the Eclipse Integrated Computational
Environment as a workflow management system and development environment for the modeling and
simulation community. Examples of the Environment’s applicability to problems in energy science,
general multiphysics simulations, quantum computing, and other areas are presented along with its
impact on the community at large.

© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Motivation and significance

In previous work, Billings et al. interviewed modeling and sim-
ulation subject matter experts to compile a list of requirements for
implementing and using these kinds of applications. In the process,
they discovered that many of the difficulties inherent in using
high-performance modeling and simulation software fall into five
distinct categories [1]. These activities, detailed in Section 1.1,
include (1) creating input, (2) executing jobs, (3) analyzing results,
(4) managing data, and (5) modifying code. There are many tools
that address these problems individually, but the same research
found that the excess number and specialization of these tools also
contribute to the learning curve.

Previous efforts to address these five issues have resulted in
general-purpose scientificworkflow tools like Kepler [2] ormyopic
tools that satisfy only a single set of requirements for a single
piece of software or a single platform. These are opposite extremes,
but a middle-of-the-road solution is also possible. A workflow en-
gine could be developed that limits its scope to high-performance
computing (HPC) and to the set of possible workflows associated
with the five previously mentioned activities. With only minor
additional development, a rich application programming interface
(API) could be exposed so that highly customized solutions could
still be made based on this limited workflow engine.

It is not clear which, if any, of these solutions is better than
the others, and practical requirements will ultimately dictate the
path of a project’s progress. This work considers a middle ground
solution and presents the Eclipse Integrated Computational Envi-
ronment (ICE) as proof that it is possible to create such a system.
Specifically, the work described here shows that

• modeling and simulation activities can be described in a
succinct workflow model (see ‘‘Workflow Model’’);

• an architecture for such a workflow system can satisfy the
model of workflows in an extensible way (see ‘‘Software
Architecture’’); and

• such a system is applicable to a suite of problems in energy
science, including virtual battery simulations and additive
manufacturing, among others (see ‘‘Illustrative Examples’’).

This section concludeswith an introduction to the ICEworkflow
model. Section 2 details the software from an architectural per-
spective, and Section 3 provides a set of comprehensive examples.
A presentation of the impact is included in Section 4, and details
on obtaining sample code are provided in Section 5.

1.1. Workflow model

ICE’s workflowmodel is based on making it easier for scientists
to create input, launch jobs, analyze results, manage data, and
modify code. Many scientists would most likely find these activi-
ties difficult for all codeswithwhich they lack experience, whereas
with their own codes – or those with which they are most familiar
– these tasks may be so simple that they are taken for granted.

Any particular combination of these activities across one or more
scientific software package or code results in a unique workflow.
Such aworkflow is normally, but not always, requested by a human
user and orchestrated by a workflow management system.

The most obvious workflow for any individual simulation code
or collection of codes is to string the activities together, where the
user’sworkflow is to create the input, launch the job, perform some
analysis, and manage the data—possibly modifying the code in
the process. However, there are many other combinations, includ-
ing re-running jobs with conditions or modifications or analyzing
someone else’s data.1

Creating input is the process of describing the physical model
or state of a system that will be simulated. This could include
creating an input file(s) or making calls to an external process
to configure a running program. In most situations, a computa-
tional scientist will modify existing input or create new input from
a template. ‘‘Input’’ generally includes run time parameters for
the simulation framework (e.g., tolerances); configuration options
(e.g., data locations, output locations, module configurations);
properties of the materials to be simulated; and a discretization
of the simulation space (e.g., mesh, grid, particle distribution). The
collection of all required input can be quite large and may go by
many names, including ‘‘input set’’, ‘‘input package’’, ‘‘problem’’, or,
simply, ‘‘input’’. Often, the set of input files will be described in a
‘‘main’’ input file that acts as a kind of manifest to describe – and
provide links to – all necessary information for a given problem.

In this work, it should be assumed – unless otherwise noted –
that ‘‘input’’ refers to the entire set of input, not to a single file.

Executing jobs, or ‘‘running the workflow’’ in this context, is
the process of performing calculations using a simulation code or
framework based on known variables from the input. These are
typically run locally for small jobs or for development. Large simu-
lations, on the other hand, typically require a large amount of hard-
ware resources. These resources are usually off-site (i.e., physically
unavailable to the user) and are accessed remotely through Secure
Shell (SSH) connections or similar protocols. Remote execution
requiresmoving the input in advance of the execution and copying
ormoving the output to the user’s machine. Inmany cases, though,
the output is too large to move to the user’s local machine.

Local and remote jobs are often monitored to ascertain a job’s
status. This monitoring could be a simple check as to whether or
not the execution has completed, or it could involve monitoring
the output of individual quantities to examine the calculation state.
The latter is often used to detect calculation errors that will result
in incorrect results. If such problems are found, the job is typically
canceled (‘‘killed’’) to save compute resources and is then re-run
later.

Local jobs in ICE are executed using standard Java system calls.
Remote jobs are launched only through SSH connections on remote
machines. This includes direct SSH command execution on clusters
and proxy connections through a pilot service on large Leadership-
class supercomputers. Services such asGlobusGRAMandBosco are
not supported, but the SSH command execution includes extensive
support for numerous batch and queuing systems. The Eclipse
Parallel Tools Platform (PTP) is used to create all remote SSH
connections, regardless of the target machine [3].

In this work, it should be assumed – unless otherwise noted
– that ‘‘executing a job’’ includes monitoring that job in one or
more ways, possibly including real-time updates to visualizations.
It is also important to note that executing a job is not the same as
executing a workflow. Executing jobs specifically refers to launch-
ing simulations, whereas executing a workflow could be some-
thing different such as generating input or post-processing results.

1 The authors have identified many unique combinations that define workflow
‘‘classes’’. When possible, every effort is made to give the classes colloquial names
such as ‘‘The Re-Run’’ or ‘‘The Graduate Student’’.
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